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SoftestBoiCupid (02:11 AM PDT)
Okay so I don’t know who you are CupidUnleashed but consider me subscribed and your newest
number one fan, because that shit was AMAZING. This fic truly had it all! Humor! Feelz! A
dildo the width of a woman’s forearm!
I’m sharing this on the Cupid’s Cuties server. They need to see it. EVERYONE NEEDS TO SEE
IT!
CupidUnleashed (03:42 AM PDT)
Thank you, SoftestBoiCupid! What a kind welcome to the fandom, and I plan to make
sure my future stories satisfy you too. Almost as much as that pegging satisfied Cupid.
[winky-face emoji]
CupidIsBeggingForAPegging (02:14 AM PDT)
forget plot, all I need is Cupid getting pegged from now until forever, please and thank you and
amen. <3!
CupidUnleashed (03:45 AM PDT)
Thank you, CupidIsBeggingForAPegging! If Cupid getting pegged is what you want,
Cupid getting pegged is what you’ll get. Consider it a CupidUnleashed guarantee.
CupidPsycheOTP (3:15 AM PDT)
At first, I was really leery about reading this, because usually I only like Cupid with Psyche.
BUT THEN. You introduced Robin, and I’m so fascinated by her! Do you plan to write more
stories with her and Cupid? Because I’d love that, and I’m curious what inspired you to write her
character. A harpy? So interesting!
CupidUnleashed (4:24 AM PDT)
Thank you for the kind words and giving my story a chance, CupidPsycheOTP! To be
honest, I’m not entirely sure where the inspiration for Robin came from. The name and
the whole harpy element just seemed…right to me, for some reason? I mean, the harpy is
a mythological creature, but the term still works for a modern AU, because sometimes
women are called names like that today. Which—depending on context—is offensive and
terrible. But in this situation, “harpy” is an endearment and a lighthearted bit of
provocation, rather than an actual insult. Trust me, if it were used against Robin as an
insult by someone, Cupid would be PISSED and looking for his arrows.
Anyway, thank you again!

